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The discovery of GW170817 with gravitational waves (GWs) and electromagnetic (EM) radiation is
prompting new questions in strong-gravity astrophysics. Importantly, it remains unknown whether the
progenitor of the merger comprised two neutron stars (NSs) or a NS and a black hole (BH). Using new
numerical-relativity simulations and incorporating modeling uncertainties, we produce novel GW and EM
observables for NS-BH mergers with similar masses. A joint analysis of GWand EMmeasurements reveals
that if GW170817 is a NS-BH merger, ≲40% of the binary parameters consistent with the GW data are
compatible with EM observations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.100.063021
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent gravitational-wave (GW) and electromagnetic
(EM) measurements of GW170817 [1–6], a neutron-star
(NS) binary merger, have enabled critical insights into
gravity, high-energy astrophysics, nuclear physics, and
cosmology. Notably, however, measurements so far have
not conclusively shown that the progenitor binary com-
prised two NSs. From only GWobservations, the individual
objects’ masses are consistent with current estimates of NS
masses [7]. Furthermore, under the restrictive assumption
of small spins, signatures from tidal effects suggest that (at
least one of) the compact objects had finite size [7–9]. From
EM measurements alone, the discovery of a kilonova, an
optical-infrared transient powered by rapid neutron-capture
nucleosynthesis (e.g., [10–15]), indicates that the merger
involved at least one NS [6,16–27]. Thus, an important
open question is whether the progenitor binary was a NS-
NS or a NSwith an exotic compact object or black hole (BH)
companion of comparable mass. A major limitation in
answering the latter question has been the absence of
predicted GW and EM observables for similar mass
NS-BHsystems.While such low-massBHs are not expected
fromstandard astrophysical channels, they could in principle
form fromprimordial fluctuations in the earlyUniverse [28];
alternatively, they could be exotic objects (see, e.g., [29]).
To address this question, this paper presents the first
direct comparison between the GW and EM signatures of
NS-NS and NS-BH mergers with identical mass ratios
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(see [30] for an initial exploration). First, using new
numerical relativity (NR) simulations of nonspinning
NS-NS and NS-BH mergers with an identical composi-
tion-dependent NS equation of state (EOS) as our bench-
mark, we provide GW and EM observables (GW phase
evolution and EM kilonova bolometric light curves) for
mergers with mass ratios Q of 1 and 1.2. Incorporating
the large uncertainties in modeling as well as in the EOS of
NS matter, we show that current EM-only observations of
GW170817 rule out an equal-mass nonspinning NS-BH
merger for most realistic EOSs.We cannot, however, rule out
a NS-BH merger with Q ¼ 1.2. Second, we use the model
for the remnant mass of NS-BH mergers of Ref. [31], which
is valid for a wide range of EOSs, mass ratios, and BH spins,
to develop a general method for jointly interpreting GW
and EM measurements. Third, we demonstrate that for
GW170817 our joint analysis leads to significantly improved
constraints on the nature of the progenitor and enables us to
compute, for the first time, the posterior probability distri-
bution of NS radii and mass ratio compatible with these
constraints. Our methods are orthogonal to studies that
assume a NS-NS progenitor and focus on the nature of
the remnant [32–37]. For NS-NS mergers this may be either
a stable or metastable NS or a BH surrounded by an
accretion disk, while for NS-BH binaries can only be a BH.
II. NUMERICAL-RELATIVITY SIMULATIONS
We analyze four new NR simulations of NS-NS and NS-
BH mergers with masses 1.2M⊙þ1.44M⊙ and 1.44 M⊙þ
1.44 M⊙, with the BH having the larger mass for NS-BH,
and the tabulated composition- and temperature-dependent
“DD2” EOS [38] for the NS matter, giving a radius of R ¼
13 km for a 1.4 M⊙ star. All systems are nonspinning and
have low eccentricity (e≲ 10−3). Simulations are performed
using the general-relativistic radiation hydrodynamics code
SpEC [39–41], with a two-moment approximate neutrino
transport algorithm [42,43]. For the Q ¼ 1.2 systems we
extract the GWs, and for all simulations we measure the
mass, composition, and velocity of the matter outflows
during the merger and Mrem, the postmerger remnant mass
excluding the final compact object. Figure 1 (top panels)
shows the merger outcomes: matter surrounding a hyper-
massive NS (BH) for the NS-NS (NS-BH) systems, respec-
tively. For Q ¼ 1 (1.2) we measure Mrem ∼ 0.08ð0.15Þ M⊙
for NS-NS and Mrem ∼ 0.03ð0.12Þ M⊙ for the NS-BH
binaries. In all simulations, a small amount of cold,
neutron-rich material is dynamically ejected in the equatorial
plane by the merger: 0.002 M⊙ (0.004 M⊙) for NS-NS and
<0.001 M⊙ for NS-BH binaries. Less neutron-rich polar
ejecta is observed, but in the absence of magnetic fields its
mass is negligible (and not resolved in the simulations); see
[44]. Note that none of our simulations produce a relativistic
jet, e.g., as observed for GW170817 [45,46], which is
unsurprising as our simulations do not include any
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) effects (see [47] for incipi-
ent jets in a NS-BH simulation).
III. TIDAL EFFECTS IN THE GWS
For binaries comprising objects of a few solar masses
with similar signal-to-noise ratios as GW170817, current
GW detectors are sensitive only to the GWs from their
inspiral [7]. In contrast to vacuum BH-BH mergers, an
important GW signature of NS matter is due to tidal effects
associated with the objects’ deformations. The dominant
effect is characterized by the EOS-dependent tidal deform-
ability [48] λ ¼ ð2=3Þk2R5=G, where G is Newton’s con-
stant, k2 is the Love number and R is the radius.
Measurements of GW source parameters are very sensi-
tive to the GW phase evolution (e.g., [49–51]). Figure 2
illustrates the impact of tidal effects on the GW phasing
FIG. 1. One-to-one comparison of NS-NS and NS-BH with
Q ¼ 1.2 and the DD2 EOS. Upper panels: Matter density (cgs
units) and composition (electron fraction Ye), 3 ms after merger
for our NS-NS (left) and NS-BH (right) simulations. For NS-BH,
low-density, high-Ye polar regions are not resolved numerically.
Lower panels: Kilonova bolometric light curves (blue), including
results for our Q ¼ 1 simulations (red), and observational data
for GW170817 from [2]. Shaded regions indicate the large
uncertainties in the modeling. We assume a total ejecta mass
of 10–50%Mrem measured in the simulations and the dynamical
ejecta, and a ∼0%–90% fraction of the blue component, to
conservatively account for uncertainties in the composition of
postmerger outflows (see text).
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over an inspiral (from 20 Hz, where the waveforms were
aligned over a 10 Hz window, up to peak GW amplitude)
for a 1.44 M⊙ þ 1.2 M⊙ binary. Gray curves correspond to
our new NR simulations, where the shaded region indicates
the uncertainty due to finite resolution; the numerical errors
are unimportant to our analysis below as Fig. 2 serves
merely to illustrate degeneracies between λ (or EOS)
and the type of binary. The NR data are extended to low
frequencies by matching to a theoretical model (known as
SEOBNRv4T [52,53]), where tidal effects are described
analytically and thus apply to both NS-NS and NS-BH. The
zero line in Fig. 2 is a BH-BH system using NR data from
the Simulating Extreme Spacetimes Collaboration (SXS)
catalog [54,55] and the theoretical SEOBNRv4 model
[56–58]. As seen from Fig. 2 a NS-BH binary with the
relatively stiff DD2 EOS (gray shaded region) may have
similar tidal effects as a NS-NS binary with a softer EOS
(smaller radius) as illustrated by dashed curves for alter-
native EOS models. Together with the large statistical
errors in the GW measurements, this makes distinguishing
such systems difficult.
IV. GW170817 GW CONSTRAINTS
The GW-only analysis of GW170817 allowing high
spins in [7] constrains a mass-weighted combination
of tidal deformabilities Λ˜ ¼ 16=ð13M5totÞ½ð1þ 12=QÞλ1þ
ð1þ 12QÞλ2, where Mtot ¼ m1 þm2 and subscripts label
the objects, to be Λ˜ < 630. This bound is consistent with
NS-NS, but also with BH-BH having Λ˜ ¼ 0 and NS-BH
where λ1 ¼ 0. Altogether these GW measurements can
only rule out NS-BH inspirals with EOSs in extreme
corners of the possible parameter space. When specializing
to the more restrictive assumption of low spins, the results
of [7,9] are still consistent with a wide range of NS-BH
binaries, including both of our simulations with the DD2
EOS [59].
V. EM KILONOVA OBSERVABLES
FOR NS-BH AND NS-NS MERGERS
For our case studies, we construct kilonova bolometric
light curves in the ultraviolet-optical-infrared (UVOIR),
arguably the most robust examples of EM observables.
However, the methods presented here could be extended
to any prompt emission and afterglow light curves asso-
ciated with the short γ-ray burst (SGRB) that followed
GW170817. The UVOIR light curve depends critically on
the mass, composition and velocity of different types of
matter outflow from NS-NS or NS-BH mergers [10,13,14],
the nature of the remnant (e.g., [60,61]), and the inclination
viewing angle to the binary (e.g., [62]).
We expect two types of outflow for our particular
simulations: dynamical ejecta from tidal tails in the
binaries’ equatorial plane and winds from the remnant
accretion disk. The latter strongly depend on the remnant,
with an ejected mass Mwind ∼ ð0.1–0.5ÞMrem [63,64].
Given the measured mass of the disk and dynamical ejecta,
disk winds thus dominate the mass budget of the outflows.
Based on the simulations, we compute kilonova bolo-
metric light curves including conservative estimates for
uncertainties in the unknown microphysics associated with
the EM modeling. For simplicity, we use a two-component
model with a low and high opacity component correspond-
ing to “blue” and “red” parts, respectively, in the light curves
(e.g., [20,65]). The blue (red) components are the lanthanide-
free (lanthanide-rich) ejecta with electron fraction Ye ≳ 0.25
(≲0.25) [66,67]. We solve for the evolution of the ejecta
thermal energy with radiative cooling and radioactive heat-
ing [68]. For each component, we assume that the ejecta with
a total mass ofMej and radius r expand homologously with
an initial density profile of ρ ∝ r−1 (∝ r−5) for the inner
(outer) part. These two parts are separated by a characteristic
velocity vej. We further assume a constant opacity with
values ranging from 0.1–1 and 5–10 cm2=g for the blue and
red components, respectively [69–71].
To map from the simulations to the kilonova light curves,
we assume thatMej isMdy þ ϵMrem, whereMdy is the mass
of the dynamical ejecta and ϵ ¼ 0.1 and 0.5 for the lower
and upper bounds. The fraction of the blue component for
the disk outflow ranges from 0 (lower bound) to the value
for which the slope of the bolometric light curve is
consistent with the observed data (upper bound). For
the dynamical ejecta we use the mass with Ye > 0.25
obtained directly from the simulations. For our NS-
BH simulations we obtain the upper bounds in the lower
panels of Fig. 1 when assuming ðMej;red;Mej;blueÞ of
FIG. 2. Tidal effects during an inspiral in the GW phase when
compared to a BH-BH as a function of time (top) and GW
frequency (bottom) for a 1.2 M⊙–1.44 M⊙ system. Shown are
our new NR results (gray curves) and numerical uncertainties
when available (shaded regions) and predictions from the model
SEOBNRv4T (curves with legends). Tidal effects accelerate the
phase accumulation, hence the different signs when comparing to
a BH-BH at the same time or frequency.
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ð0.048; 0.027ÞM⊙ and ð0.002; 0.018ÞM⊙ for Q ¼ 1.2, 1,
respectively. The lower bounds assume ðMej;red;Mej;blueÞ¼
ð0.015;0ÞM⊙ and ð0.002; 0ÞM⊙ for Q ¼ 1.2; 1, respec-
tively. Correspondingly, for our NS-NS simulations, the
upper bounds in Fig. 1 assume ðMej;red;Mej;blueÞ ¼
ð0.032; 0.02ÞM⊙ and ð0.006; 0.02ÞM⊙, while the lower
bounds correspond to ðMej;red;Mej;blueÞ ¼ ð0.12; 10−4ÞM⊙
and ð0.006; 2 × 10−4ÞM⊙ for Q ¼ 1.2; 1, respectively.
We use the electron and γ-ray heating rates of radioactive
r-process nuclei given by [72] and account for the thermal-
ization efficiencies of γ and β rays [73]. Here we neglect the
contribution of α decay and spontaneous fission.
The bottom panels of Fig. 1 show the kilonova bolo-
metric light curves for our merger simulations together
with UVOIR observations of GW170817 [2]. The width of
each light curve represents the modeling uncertainties
discussed above and uncertainties in the composition of
the outflows discussed below. We find that the EM
observations are inconsistent with equal-mass NS-NS
and NS-BH mergers with a DD2 EOS. They are, however,
consistent with both our Q ¼ 1.2 NS-NS and NS-BH
mergers.
VI. GW170817 KILONOVA CONSTRAINTS
Figure 3 shows the ejecta properties necessary to
produce the UVOIR light curve associated with
GW170817. The required ejecta mass can plausibly be
produced by any remnant withMrem ≳ 0.12 M⊙ (assuming
∼50% of the disk is unbound). Specifically, we show that
the lanthanide-rich component of the light curve can be
produced assuming 30% of 0.2 M⊙ remnant mass, given
by our model [31] and simulations by [64,74], is ejected
from a NS-BH merger; see [75,76] for an alternative
approach to compute photometric light curves for the
contribution from dynamical ejecta. As discussed in
[6,16–27], the main difficulty is to produce the
∼0.02 M⊙ of fast (v ∼ 0.2–0.3c), hot ejecta with a high
electron fraction Ye ≳ 0.25 required to explain the blue
kilonova associated with GW170817. While none of our
simulations yield such ejecta, they could be produced in the
shear region between two merging NSs, though only for
finely tuned parameters [77]: if the NSs’ compactness is too
high, the merger results in a prompt collapse to a BH,
preventing significant outflows, while if it is too low, the
collision is insufficiently violent, yielding only a small
amount of hot polar ejecta (as in our simulations).
Simulations of NS-NS mergers with masses compatible
with GW170817 and compactness maximizing the pro-
duction of hot ejecta are necessary to determine whether
such a NS-NS merger scenario can underly the blue
kilonova emission associated with GW170817.
Can the blue kilonova be produced by a NS-BH merger?
While such systems do not generate polar-shocked
material, they produce hot, fast ejecta through postmerger
disk outflows. Outflows of the required mass, velocity,
and composition are not seen in current simulations; yet
these simulations suffer from important limitations.
Hydrodynamics simulations of NS-BH mergers [42] show
high-Ye disk winds but an insufficient amount of ejected
mass; when including magnetic fields, large amounts of
fast, hot ejecta have been measured [78], but determining
its exact mass and composition will require including
neutrino transport in these simulations. Long-term MHD
evolutions of the remnant using idealized initial conditions
(axisymmetric, cold, neutron-rich tori) have found fast
MHD-driven outflows [64,74] but with a low Ye; however,
with initial conditions taken from merger simulations, 2D
viscous hydrodynamics evolutions find outflows with
higher Ye [79] than for the idealized setup. The properties
of postmerger disk outflows in NS-BH systems thus remain
highly uncertain. MHD effects during disk circularization
and/or postmerger evolutions may still be the source of
significant high-Ye outflows.
Although these EM modeling uncertainties prevent us
from setting stringent constraints on the progenitor of
GW170817, we can at least rule out any binary systems
that produce remnants with Mrem ≲ 0.12 M⊙. For NS-BH
binaries, this critically excludes equal mass systems with
R≲ 13 km and compact stars (R≲ 11 km) at all mass
ratios Q ≥ 1, but not large stars in asymmetric-mass
binaries (see below and Supplemental Material [80]).
VII. JOINT GW AND EM ANALYSIS
OF GW170817: A NS-BH MERGER?
When interpreting the GW and EM observations of
GW170817 separately, a NS-BH binary is consistent with
the measurements. Here, we show that combining GW
and EM measurables yields substantially more interesting
FIG. 3. Inferred ejecta properties required to produce the
bolometric UVOIR light curve associated with the GW170817
progenitor. The dotted and dashed lines show the lanthanide-rich
component assuming 30% of the ð0.05–0.2 M⊙Þ remnant mass is
ejected (the range in disk mass is given in our model [31] and
the estimated ejected percentage by simulations in [64,74]). The
solid lines are the combined results from both red and blue
components.
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constraints on the possibility and parameters of a NS-BH
progenitor. We take the posterior distributions for the
effective inspiral spin χeff [81], Q, and Λ˜ obtained from
the GW analysis with high-spin priors from [7]. Assuming
a NS-BH system (zero NS spin and BH tidal deformability)
we convert these parameters at fixed masses to NS
deformability Λ ¼ λðmc2Þ−5 ¼ 13Λ˜=½16ð1þ 12QÞ and
the BH’s spin parameter χBH ¼ ð1þQÞχeff=Q. Using a
quasiuniversal relation [82,83] we obtain the NS’s com-
pactness C ¼ Gm=Rc2 from Λ. Finally, we substitute the
GW information on parameters into our model [31] for
the remnant mass Mrem given the progenitor parameters
ðC;Q; χBHÞ. Binning these results yields the posterior
distribution of Q and Mrem for a NS-BH progenitor of
GW170817 shown in Fig 4. We find that nearly 40% of the
probability distribution is atMrem > 0.1 M⊙, the minimum
requirement set by the EM constraints (taking into account
a ∼0.02 M⊙ uncertainty in the model for Mrem); see
Supplemental Material [80] for the marginalized proba-
bility for a given Mrem. Figure 5 shows the marginalized
posterior distribution of Q and R for GW170817, with the
region of binary parameters satisfying our conservative
constraintMrem>0.1M⊙ colored in blue. Future improved
simulations of postmerger accretion disks will set both a
lower and upper bound on Mrem and thus impose con-
straints the parameter space in Fig. 5 both from bottom left
and top right. Note that the region of parameter space
favored by both EM and GW constraints includes equal-
mass systems with large neutron stars (R ∼ 14 km, also at
present still consistent with nuclear physics constraints
[84]), as well as more asymmetric systems with more
compact stars [e.g., R ∼ ð12–13Þ km for Q ∼ 1.5].
VIII. DISCUSSION
We have presented the first direct comparison of NS-NS
and NS-BH mergers with identical mass ratios using the
results of four new NR simulations. Based on models valid
over a wide range of EOSs, mass ratios, and BH spins we
showed that, taking into account the large uncertainties
in the EM emission and the EOS of NS matter, current
GW-only or EM-only observations can rule out a NS-BH
merger only in extreme corners of this parameter space.
Importantly, we demonstrate a novel method for jointly
analyzing GW and EM measurements to address the open
question of whether one can quantitatively distinguish a
NS-NS merger from a NS-BH (or exotic ultracompact
object) with comparable mass. This allows us to determine,
for the first time, a quantitative result for the fraction of the
NS-BH parameter space allowed by GW observations of
GW170817 that is also compatible with bolometric UVOIR
observations.
Our analysis is implementable for future NS binary
mergers with measurable GW and EM radiation, allowing
us to establish both the nature of the progenitor and
remnant for single and populations of events. These
methods should improve as simulations continue to incor-
porate a multitude of microphysics, reducing the wide
systematic errors in the modeling of EM measurables. In
particular, our ability to predict kilonova light curves is
FIG. 4. Posterior distribution function ofQ and predictedMrem
for GW170817 assuming a NS-BH merger. The top panel shows
the marginalized distribution function of Mrem, with the solid
lines showing the 60% and 90% confidence intervals. The
double-peaked distribution is a result of the features present in
the Λ˜ posteriors.
FIG. 5. Marginalized probability distribution of NS radii
[km] and binary mass ratios for GW170817 assuming a NS-
BH progenitor and using quasi-universal relations between R
and Λ [82]. Current EM constraints exclude systems with
Mrem < 0.1 M⊙ corresponding to the red-colored part of the
parameter space.
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severely limited by current uncertainties in the properties
of the postmerger disk winds that dominate the mass
budget of the outflows for near-equal mass systems.
Recent progress in 3D simulations of postmerger rem-
nants promise significant advances in modeling capabil-
ities in the near future [64,74]. The GW measurements
will likely improve as the detectors become more sensi-
tive and in the more distant future may potentially
observe signatures from the tidal disruption of a NS-
BH system or a NS-NS postmerger signal.
Further, our methods can readily incorporate EOS
constraints from nuclear and astrophysics (e.g., the
PREX-II experiment [85] and the NICER mission [86]),
which, when imposed, will sharpen the conclusions about
the progenitor by excluding parts of the NS-BH parameter
space still allowed by GW and EM observations.
In conclusion, while we have focused here on the GW
and EM signatures for a restricted set of NS-BH mergers,
our methods have broader applications, and follow-up work
is ongoing.
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